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MEDICINE AND THE MEDIA

Leicestershire Health Authority Health
Education Video Unit The Prevention and
Early Detection ofCancer

Preventing cancer-a
DIY guide

As European Cancer Year trundles manfully
on, without the British press showing much
enthusiasm, it would be interesting to know
how many people are watching this very
professional half hour video, produced for
the public with the help of the European
Commission (most of the scenes were clearly
shot outside Britain).

Self examination is one of its messages.
And it is not only European breasts and
vulvas that are displayed for the benefit of
our youth clubs, Rotary clubs, Women's
Institutes, and elderly people's homes. Our
fellow Europeans seem now to have thrown
modesty to the winds to an even greater
extent than we have. Penises and testicles fill
the screen for long periods-often in close
up, bold as brass, and in what used to be
called glorious technicolor-their owners
subjecting them to prolonged prodding,
squeezing, weighing, and exploration of
various kinds as they stand naked in their
bathrooms performing their regular check
ups and trying to remember how to find the
epididymis. Even those who watch late
night Channel 4 movies may get a bit of a
shock. Perhaps in each village and hamlet the
vicar should get a sneak preview and issue
appropriate warnings to his flock before they
see it.

Cervical smears are, of course, discussed
(when is someone going to tell the media how
doctors and nurses actually pronounce the
word?). Also breast screening and the more
recent campaign against exposure to the sun
(especially the midday sun, which, according
to Noel Coward, only mad dogs and English-
men go out in anyway, at least in the tropics).

If cancer prevention gets going throughout
Europe in the way that the producers of the

video clearly wish, how much good will it
really do? And how much harm? I think that
many of us have mixed feelings. The first
thing that has to be said, of course, is that as
we have no choice but to date survival from
diagnosis so called improved survival times
are bound to follow earlier diagnosis whether
or not treatment has really prolonged any-
one's life. To be sure of benefit we need to see
a reduction in mortality for the disease we are
studying. And if overall mortality remains
the same we should be suspicious of the
accuracy of death certificates. Are we being
as honest with the public about all this as we
should be?
Next we have to weigh the advantage of

tackling local disease at the earliest possible
stage against the damage to peace of mind
that the cancer label so often brings, no
matter how favourable the prognosis. True,
few things are worse for quality of life
(mental as well as physical) than local cancer
out of control; yet we must stick strictly to
the true chances of this happening with
different types of cancer.

Doubtless, now that ignorance is bliss and
che sara, sara are both so out of fashion, all
this self examination is, at least for some
people, effective placebo treatment-giving
everyone something to do and a feeling of
being in control. Yet not only do we have to
think of direct and indirect costs-taking
money and staff away from other health
needs-but we also have to balance the
reassurance of a normal check up result with
the anxiety that such checks often provoke-
the constant reminder of possible cancer, the
agonising fear when there is a doubtful
finding.
Andrew Sachs does the commentary in a

voice so calm, so solid, and so reassuring that
if he announced that most of us could expect
to die of cancer before the century is out we
would hardly bat an eyelid. What a versatile
actor he is. Who would ever guess that this is
Manuel of Fawlty Towers talking to us?
As to his script it is all too easy to criticise

the efforts of others (certainly most of it is
sound enough), but I would personally have
preferred an occasional lighter touch-a little
gentle humour to lessen fear and keep things
in proportion. I would also like to have seen
more stress on some of the more subtle and
unpredictable aspects of cancer (for example,

that it is often only hindsight that tells us
who was in remission and who was cured).
Anything to get away from the idea that it is
all black or white-death sentence or cure.

For me the text is sometimes too bland and
optimistic ("many of us can avoid cancer
altogether . . . it seems likely that the best
protection against cancer is a healthy life-
style"); sometimes liable to mislead the
public (as when "chemicals, radiation, and
viruses" are said to be the main causes of
cancer); sometimes too pessimistic (there is
the usual excessive gloom about malignant
melanoma-if it is so "extremely aggressive"
why are 40 out of every 100 patients alive and
well not five but 15 years after diagnosis-a
far better outlook than that for several more
common cancers?); and in one place badly
wrong (those women whose cervical cancer is
treated with "radiotherapy only," will think
from what is said in this video that this means
that the cancer has spread beyond the cervix).
Ten commandments for avoiding cancer

must have seemed to the unknown European
who dreamed it up a neat idea that would
soon catch the public's imagination. But
those who drafted the commandments (with-
out Moses to help them) had to scrape the
bottom of the barrel to get to 10. Certainly
there are not 10 for which there is good
evidence that the number of people dying
of common cancers would be appreciably
reduced if they were obeyed. The evidence
incriminating certain diets, for example, is
still doubtful, and the British government
still wisely refrains from offering any un-
compromising warnings about diet (like that
it gave about cigarettes 34 years ago-much
to its credit because it stood to lose a lot of
money if its advice had been immediately
followed).

Personally I don't much fancy command-
ments (too bossy), but if we have to have
them perhaps there should be just three: stop
smoking, stop smoking, and stop smoking
(yet this would be boring, because everyone
knows it already). Perhaps the acid test is
whether we practise what we preach. How
many male doctors intend, for the rest of
their lives, to give their scrotal contents a
regular and systematic going over of the type
described in such detail in this video?-
THURSTAN BREWIN, Bray, Berkshire
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